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The Darwin Conspiracy Jul 27 2019 From the author of the bestselling Neanderthal comes this novel of gripping
suspense and scientific conquest–a page-turning historical mystery that brilliantly explores the intrigue behind
Darwin and his theory of evolution.It’s 1831, and aboard HMS Beagle the young Charles Darwin sets off down the
English Channel for South America. More than 150 years later, two ambitious scholars pursuing their obsession with
Darwin (and with each other) come across the diaries and letters of Darwin’s daughter. What they discover is a maze
of violent rivalries, petty deceptions, and jealously guarded secrets, and the extraordinary story of an expedition
embarked upon by two men. Only one returned–and changed history forever.
The History and Antiquities of the Parish of Darlington, in the Bishoprick Jul 19 2021
West riding election. The poll for a knight of the shire for the west riding of Yorkshire ... 1848 Jun 05 2020
River of Words Apr 27 2022 An intimate group portrait of contemporary Hudson Valley writers.
Report of the Council Mar 03 2020
An Abridgement Of Mr. Baxter's History Of His Life And Times Sep 08 2020
The Perfect Mother Nov 30 2019 When her daughter, who is studying abroad in Spain, is accused of murdering a
fellow student, Jennifer rushes to her daughter's defense in the face of a media storm only to uncover disturbing
clues. By the author of An African Affair. Original. 35,000 first printing.
Black and White and Dead All Over Jul 31 2022 A powerful editor is found dead in the newsroom—stabbed with
the very spike he would use to kill stories—and in the cutthroat offices of The New York Globe, anyone could be
the murderer. Could it be the rival newspaper tycoon? The bumbling publisher? The steely executive editor? As
more bodies turn up, it will fall on Priscilla Bollingsworth, a young and ambitious NYPD detective, and Jude
Hurley, a clever and rebellious reporter, to navigate the ink-infested waters of the case. A cunning and pitch-perfect
portrait of the declining newspaper industry, this rollicking novel entertains from the first to the last.
The Poll Book of the Leeds Borough Election, July, 1837. Containing a Correct List of the Electors who
Polled, Distinguishing the Candidates for Whom They Voted. Also the Names of the Registered Electors who

Did Not Poll Apr 03 2020
Almost a Family Jun 29 2022 From the Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist and best-selling author: a beautifully
crafted memoir of his lifelong chase after his father’s shadow. John was eleven months old when his father, Barney
Darnton—a war correspondent for The New York Times—was killed in World War II. John's mother, a well-known
reporter and editor, perpetuated a myth of Barney as a hero who gave his life for his family, country, and the fourth
estate. Decades after his father’s death, John and his brother, the historian Robert Darnton, began digging into the
past to discover who the real-life Barney Darnton was. When they did, they found a man who was far different from
the story they had grown up with. Intensely moving and vividly descriptive, Almost a Family is the compelling story
of one man’s search for the truth.
The Experiment May 29 2022 Strange happenings in New York, including the discovery of a corpse with its
fingerprints burned off, combine with the unexplained disappearances of people from a Southeastern island to give
hints of a deadly secret scientific experiment.
The Experiment Aug 20 2021 Strange happenings in New York, including the discovery of a corpse with its
fingerprints burned off, combine with the unexplained disappearances of people from a Southeastern island to give
hints of a deadly secret scientific experiment. By the author of Neanderthal. 175,000 first printing.
Yorkshire, Past and Present Dec 12 2020
Writers on Writing Jan 25 2022 A collection of touching, humorous, and practical writings explores literature and
the art of writing with contributions from Russell Banks, Saul Bellow, E. L. Doctorow, Richard Ford, Carl Hiaasen,
Alice Hoffman, John Updike, and many others. Reprint. 17,500 first printing.
Williams's Directory of the Borough of Leeds Dec 24 2021
The biographia Leodiensis; or, Biographical sketches of the worthies of Leeds and neighbourhood. [With] Apr
15 2021
A Literary Tour de France Jun 17 2021 The publishing industry in France in the years before the Revolution was a
lively and sometimes rough-and-tumble affair, as publishers and printers scrambled to deal with (and if possible
evade) shifting censorship laws and tax regulations, in order to cater to a reading public's appetite for books of all

kinds, from the famous Encyclopédie, repository of reason and knowledge, to scandal-mongering libel and
pornography. Historian and librarian Robert Darnton uses his exclusive access to a trove of documents-letters and
documents from authors, publishers, printers, paper millers, type founders, ink manufacturers, smugglers, wagon
drivers, warehousemen, and accountants-involving a publishing house in the Swiss town of Neuchatel to bring this
world to life. Like other places on the periphery of France, Switzerland was a hotbed of piracy, carefully monitoring
the demand for certain kinds of books and finding ways of fulfilling it. Focusing in particular on the diary of JeanFrançois Favarger, a traveling sales rep for a Swiss firm whose 1778 voyage, on horseback and on foot, around
France to visit bookstores and renew accounts forms the spine of this story, Darnton reveals not only how the
industry worked and which titles were in greatest demand, but the human scale of its operations. A Literary Tour de
France is literally that. Darnton captures the hustle, picaresque comedy, and occasional risk of Favarger's travels in
the service of books, and in the process offers an engaging, immersive, and unforgettable narrative of book culture at
a critical moment in France's history.
Neandertal Jan 13 2021
Who's who of Pulitzer Prize Winners Oct 22 2021 List Pulitzer Prize winners in thirty-nine different categories,
arranged chronologically, with biographical and career information, selected works, other awards, and a brief
commentary, along with material on Pulitzer.
International Reporting 1928-1985 Feb 11 2021 The School of Journalism at Columbia University has awarded
the Pulitzer Prize since 1917. Nowadays there are prizes in 21 categories from the fields of journalism, literature and
music. The Pulitzer Prize Archive presents the history of this award from its beginnings to the present: In parts A to
E the awarding of the prize in each category is documented, commented and arranged chronologically. Part F covers
the history of the prize biographically and bibliographically. Part G provides the background to the decisions.
Afropolitan Horizons Jun 25 2019 Introduction. Nigerian Connections -- Palm Wine, Amos Tutuola, and a Literary
Gatekeeper -- Bahia-Lagos-Ouidah: Mariana's Story -- Igbo Life, Past and Present: Three Views -- Inland, Upriver
with the Empire: Borrioboola-Gha -- The City, according to Ekwensi . . . and Onuzo -- Points of Cultural
Geography: Ibadan . . . Enugu, Onitsha, Nsukka -- Been-To: Dreams, Disappointments, Departures, and Returns --

Dateline Lagos: Reporting on Nigeria to the World -- Death in Lagos -- Tai Solarin: On Colonial Power, Schools,
Work Ethic, Religion, and the Press -- Wole Soyinka, Leo Frobenius, and the Ori Olokun -- A Voice from the
Purdah: Baba of Karo -- Bauchi: The Academic and the Imam -- Railtown Writers -- Nigeria at War -- America
Observed: With Nigerian Eyes -- Transatlantic Shuttle -- Sojourners from Black Britain -- Oyotunji Village, South
Carolina: Reverse Afropolitanism.
Pirating and Publishing Feb 23 2022 The story of how book piracy in pre-Revolutionary France expanded the reach
of the works that would inspire momentous change.
Neanderthal Nov 03 2022 When a paleoanthropologist mysteriously disappears in the remote upper regions of the
Pamir Mountains in Tajikistan, two of his former students, once lovers and now competitors, set off in search of
him. Along the way, they make an astounding discovery: a remnant band of Neanderthals, the ancient rivals to
Homo sapiens, live on. The shocking find sparks a struggle that replays a conflict from thirty thousand years ago and
delves into the heart of modern humanity.
Mind Catcher Jan 31 2020 When a thirteen-year-old boy falls victim to an accident that damages his brain, two
scientists combine their groundbreaking research to push the boundaries of human consciousness. 75,000 first
printing.
No Uncertain Terms Sep 20 2021 There is no wittier, more amiable or more astute word maven than Pulitzer Prizewinning columnist William Safire. For many people, the first item on the agenda for Sunday morning is to sit down
and read Safire's "On Language" column in The New York Times Magazine, then to compose a "Gotcha" letter to
the Times. Each of his books on language is a classic, to be read, re-read and fought over. Safire is the beloved,
slightly crotchety guru of contemporary vocabulary, speech, language, usage and writing, as close as we are likely to
get to a modern Samuel Johnson. Fans, critics and fellow language mavens eagerly await his books on language.
This one is no exception. William Safire has written the weekly New York Times Magazine column "On Language"
since 1979. His observations on grammar, usage and etymology have led to the publication of fourteen "word
books" and have made him the most widely read writer on the English language today. The subjects for his columns
come from his insights into the current political scene, as well as from technology, entertainment and life in general.

Known for his delight in catching people (especially politicians) who misuse words, he is not above tackling his own
linguistic gaffes. Safire examines and comments on language trends and traces the origins of everyday words,
phrases and clichés to their source. Scholarly, entertaining, lively and thoughtful, Safire's pointed commentaries on
popular language and culture are at once provocative and enlightening. Want the 411 on what's phat and what's
skeevy? Here's the "straight dope" on everything from "fast-track legislation" to "the Full Monty," with deft and
well-directed potshots at those who criticize, twist the usage of or misunderstand the meaning of such classic
examples of American idiom as "grow'd like Topsy," "and the horse you rode in on," "drop a dime" (on someone),
"go figure" and hundreds more, together with sharp, witty and passionately opinionated letters from both ordinary
readers and equally irate or puzzled celebrities who have been unable to resist picking up a pen to put Mr. Safire in
his place or to offer detailed criticism, additional examples or amusing anecdotes. No Uncertain Terms is a
boisterous and brilliant look at the oddities and foibles of our language. Not only "a blast and a half," but wise,
clever and illuminating, it is a book that Mencken would have loved and that should be on the desk (or at the
bedside) of everyone who shares Mr. Safire's profound love of the English language and his penchant for asking,
"Where does that come from?" This new collection is a joy that will spark the interest of language lovers
everywhere.
Inside Ocean Hill–Brownsville Mar 15 2021 The story of an Ocean Hill–Brownsville teacher who crossed picket
lines during the racially charged New York City teachers’ strike of 1968. In 1968 the conflict that erupted over
community control of the New York City public schools was centered in the black and Puerto Rican community of
Ocean Hill–Brownsville. It triggered what remains the longest teachers’ strike in US history. That clash, between the
city’s communities of color and the white, predominantly Jewish teachers’ union, paralyzed the nation’s largest
school system, undermined the city’s economy, and heightened racial tensions, ultimately transforming the national
conversation about race relations. At age twenty-two, when the strike was imminent, Charles S. Isaacs abandoned
his full scholarship to a prestigious law school to teach mathematics in Ocean Hill–Brownsville. Despite his Jewish
background and pro-union leanings, Isaacs crossed picket lines manned by teachers who looked like him, and took
the side of parents and children who did not. He now tells the story of this conflict, not only from inside the

experimental, community-controlled Ocean Hill–Brownsville district, its focal point, but from within ground zero
itself: Junior High School 271, which became the nation’s most famous, or infamous, public school. Isaacs brings to
life the innovative teaching practices that community control made possible, and the relationships that developed in
the district among its white teachers and its black and Puerto Rican parents, teachers, and community activists.
“Inside Ocean Hill–Brownsville is one of the finest accounts of this turbulent time in America’s educational history.
As a firsthand analysis of a teacher embroiled in the Ocean Hill–Brownsville community fight for educational
justice, it has no peer. From its vantage point forty-five years after the conflict, we finally have a corrective to a
plethora of secondhand analyses that have been written over the years. It is a candid picture that I recommend
highly.” — Maurice R. Berube, coeditor of Confrontation at Ocean Hill–Brownsville “Inside Ocean
Hill–Brownsville makes a vital contribution to a much-needed reinterpretation of the epochal struggles over
community control of the New York City public schools in the 1960s, and the divisive UFT fall 1968 strikes in
opposition to that community-based movement. Writing from the firsthand perspective of a young Jewish math
teacher at JHS 271, Isaacs brings this important story vividly to life with insight, candor, and humor. He evokes the
attitudes and actions of a rich array of ordinary teachers, administrators, students, and parents who fought to defend
the community-control experiment in the face of the lies and distortions perpetrated by UFT officials and the
mainstream press. A must read for anyone interested in creating successful public schools, this book helps us
remember what democratic public education might look like.” — Stephen Brier, The Graduate Center, City
University of New York “Charles Isaacs’s Inside Ocean Hill–Brownsville is a firsthand account of the dramatic
events of New York City’s greatest school crisis. Isaacs debunks many of the popular myths of black militants
waging assaults on teachers. Instead, he demonstrates that the episode in Ocean Hill–Brownsville was a case of
black and Latino parents, with the support of a number of teachers at JHS 271, struggling for the education of their
children and for a more democratically run educational system. These parents faced one of the most powerful unions
in the city and a bureaucratic board of education that wanted to protect the status quo. There have been many books
written on the 1968 teachers’ strike, but Isaacs’s well-written, detailed account is by far the best.” — Clarence
Taylor, author of Knocking at Our Own Door: Milton A. Galamison and the Struggle to Integrate New York City

Schools
Abridgment of ... [his] History of His Life and Times Oct 10 2020
In Search of Lost Meaning Nov 22 2021 In this new collection of essays, Adam Michnik—one of Europe’s leading
dissidents—traces the post-cold-war transformation of Eastern Europe. He writes again in opposition, this time to
post-communist elites and European Union bureaucrats. Composed of history, memoir, and political critique, In
Search of Lost Meaning shines a spotlight on the changes in Poland and the Eastern Bloc in the post-1989 years.
Michnik asks what mistakes were made and what we can learn from climactic events in Poland’s past, in its
literature, and the histories of Central and Eastern Europe. He calls attention to pivotal moments in which central
figures like Lech Walesa and political movements like Solidarity came into being, how these movements attempted
to uproot the past, and how subsequent events have ultimately challenged Poland’s enduring ethical legacy of
morality and liberalism. Reflecting on the most recent efforts to grapple with Poland’s Jewish history and residual
guilt, this profoundly important book throws light not only on recent events, but also on the thinking of one of their
most important protagonists.
The Forbidden Best-sellers of Pre-revolutionary France Oct 29 2019
Neanderthal May 17 2021 Matt ans Susan, two rival palaeontologists and former lovers, are summoned by a secret
US goverment agency to help locate their college mentor, who has disappeared without trace in the remote
mountains of Tajikstan. It appears that a race of Neanderthals have survived on the roof of the world, the high
Himalayas. When Matt and Susan finally make contact, the implications of their dramatic discovery are more than
simply scientific. These hominids have the uncanny facility for telepathic communication, and both American and
Russian agents would like to harness their power for military and espionage purposes. 'Darnton narrates his
rollicking tale with just the right tone of straightfaced experience he needs to make everything seem pretty plausible.
(In particular the ESP skill of protohumans, something called 'remote viewing', is hair-raisingly believable. )
'NEANDERTHAL' is perfect vacation reading: entertaining, midly educational and scary enough to make you
grateful that the only neanderthals you're likely to meet will be the kind who cut into your lane on the expressway to
the beach. ' - Maureen Corrigan, NEWSDAY

A Continuation Of The Account Of The Ministers, Lecturers, Masters and Fellows of Colleges, and Schoolmasters,
who Were Ejected and Silenced After the Restoration in 1660, by Or Before the Act for Uniformity Jan 01 2020
‘The President Has Been Shot’ Aug 27 2019 This updated paperback edition of the acclaimed analysis of medical
and political events surrounding the attempted assassination of Ronald Reagan includes a new Postscript on the
election of 1992 and "the public's right to know " which covers the health problems and disclosures of Bush,
Tsongas, Buchanan, Perot, and Clinton in light of the issues of privacy and confidentiality.
All Is Vanity Sep 28 2019 Bentley Jones is the gifted managing editor of the University Press in Los Angeles. When
he is found murdered, Lazlo Boyd, the Campus Police Chief, is ordered by the University President to quickly solve
the crime. Lazlo and his two lieutenants, Javier Lopez and Julia Kim, are soon faced with many suspects, for Bentley
had made many enemies among those University professors whose books he had edited. Lazlo uses all of the
resources of the Universitys many departments to pursue the investigation. Soon however he uncovers a plot so vast
that it threatens the very existence of the University Press. But he must move quickly before the plot can be
executed. A supplementary readers guide includes explanations and references supporting the actual facts and
research on which the novel is based.
Mind Catcher Sep 01 2022 When a thirteen-year-old boy falls victim to an accident that damages his brain, two
scientists combine their ground-breaking research to push the boundaries of human consciousness. Reprint.
Ánima Oct 02 2022
West Riding Election May 05 2020
The Case for Books Jul 07 2020 The era of the printed book is at a crossroad. E-readers are flooding the market,
books are available to read on cell phones, and companies such as Google, Amazon, and Apple are competing to
command near monopolistic positions as sellers and dispensers of digital information. Already, more books have
been scanned and digitized than were housed in the great library in Alexandria. Is the printed book resilient enough
to survive the digital revolution, or will it become obsolete? In this lasting collection of essays, Robert Darnton—an
intellectual pioneer in the field of this history of the book—lends unique authority to the life, role, and legacy of the
book in society.

Proceedings and Addresses, at the Durham City Election; with the Poll at the election of ... citizens to serve in
Parliament, ... as taken ... 1830 (-1832, 1835, 1837, 1843, 1852, 1853). Also, the Poll Book ... to which are annexed
the Bye-Laws of the Corporation of 1728; the Charter granted by Bishop Egerton, 1780 ... Second edition ...
enlarged Aug 08 2020
Business, Information Technology and Society Nov 10 2020 This book is primarily intended as an undergraduate
text that introduces students to the impact of modern information technology on business. It focuses upon the use of
information technology on organizations of all kinds, and the way this is constrained by the wider society within
which such organizations operate.
Black and White and Dead All Over Mar 27 2022 When an editor turns up murdered in the newsroom of the
financially troubled "New York Globe," Priscilla Bollingsworth, an ambitious, young NYPD detective, teams up
with rebellious reporter Jude Hurley to find a killer.
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